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1. Given an arbitrary Riemannian ^space V let a be a harmonic field in

the complement V— VQ of a regular region VQ. The problem of constructing

in V a harmonic field p with the property 1!p - σfr-f0 == \ (p - a) Λ * (p — a) < °°

was given a complete solution in [2]. The corresponding problem for harmonic

forms a, p remains open iri the general case. In the special case of locally

flat spaces the construction can be carried out by replacing || |l by the point

norm [3].

In the present paper we shall introduce another device that appears

promising of generalization: We shall show that the border d Fo can be reduced,

in a sense to be specified, to an (n - l) -sphere. This will enable us to perform

all calculations in Fo in terms of one coordinate system.

The present paper is thus methodological in nature. However, we believe

the border reduction also has some interest in its own right.

For any form ψ = Φik...ipdxtχΛ t\dxtp the point norm \ψ\ defined by the

invariant function

(l) l#l' = fe..^lV"i'

reduces to (Σίϊv-'V'1/2 *n ^ e present case of a Euclidean metric.

A form is said to be defined in a set £ c V if it is defined in an open set

containing E. The same is true of properties such as harmonicity that involve

differentials.

2. A Riemannian space V is locally flat if we can find an admissible

coordinate system at each point such that the metric tensor takes the form
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gij = δu throughout the parametric neighborhood. In this case the Laplace-

Beltrami operator Δ~dd + dd applied to a ^-forrn ψ-ψiί...ivdxiιί\ Adxip

gives

Δφ=(Δφil...ip)dxiι/\ t\dxip

with

Therefore a harmonic form ψ — ψiv,jvdxHt\ l\dx%v is nothing but a form

whose coefficients <Pix...ip are harmonic functions in the Euclidean coordinate

system.

A Riemannian space V is called hyperbolic if V carries no nonconstant

positive superharmonic functions, i.e., functions υ of class C2 with Δv<0 in V.

Take a regular region B in V. Then Fis hyperbolic if and only if there exists a

continuous function udB in V such that (a) U<>B is harmonic in V-Έ,

(b) uw\B==ilt (c) 0<UdB<l in V-Z?, and (d) if u is continuous in V and

harmonic in F ~ S with u = Q on Z?, then |«t^«9i? implies w = 0.

3. Let Fo be a regular region C4] of V and let </ be a harmonic />-form in

the closure of Va- V-Vo. Take an exhaustion C4] of Vt say {Vn}™ and let

ψ be a />-form on BVn with tangential component ^ and normal component nψ

on 3Vn. For a £-form 0 we write

(2) φ^ψondVn

if /^ = tψ and «^ = nψ. This is equivalent to

(3) <Piχ...iP = Φiι...ip on dF r t

for every admissible coordinate system at each point of dVn. This in turn is

equivalent to

(4) \φ-ψ\*=zθ on dVn

and implies

(5) \φ\2 = \ψ\2 ondVn.

Let ψ be given in a vicinity of dV0. By Duff-Spencer Cl] there exists a

unique harmonic p-ίorm Lnψ on F r t - Fo such that Ln^^ ί5 on dVo and Lrt^ = 0

on BVn.
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In general let ψ be harmonic in a Euclidean neighborhood U. Then since

the ψi^.jp are harmonic in U, Φi,..AvΨ
h lp =- φ)v. ίp (a single term, not summation)

is subharmonic in U, and so is \ψ\2 = "ΣΦij ..ipΦ'ί"/p= Σ ' / Ί V 'V

In particular |L«f |2 is subharmonic in Vn-Vo, with |Z,»^!3 = )?>|2 on 3Fo

and I Lnψ i2 = 0 on 9F«. Set M = max9r01 ψ I2 and let ^ J Γ β be the harmonic measure

of dVo. Then

0<\Lnψ\2<MudvD

and (Lnψ)ix...ip is bounded harmonic in each Euclidean neighborhood. Therefore,

there exists a continuous form ψ in F - Fo, harmonic in V-Fo, such that a

subsequence of {L«f} converges to ψ, i.e., each coefficient of Lnψ converges to

that of ψ in each neighborhood. Clearly

and ψ = ψ on 9F0.

Take another such form ψ. Then of course 0<,\ψ'\2<>Mu<ir0 and £' = ̂  on

9Fo. Thus

On the other hand, ψ - ? f = 0 and |5 ~ ί I2 = 0 on 9F0. Thus by the subharmonicity

of \φ-ψ? and the "vanishing property" of Udv0 at the ideal boundary, ψ = 5 ;.

We conclude that

, ^ (i.e., \L<p - Lnψ\2-*Q)
n

exists and satisfies

ia)

(β) Lψ^ψ on dVoy

(r) !L^!2^(max9r0^|2)^/9r0 on F - Fo,

4. We shall now prove our contention that Fo may be assumed to be a

ball as small as we wish. To this end take an (open) ball B such that

For a form ψ on Vx there exist, again by Duff-Spencer [1], unique harmonic

forms Kψ and KQφ in Vi and V\-Έ respectively such that

(6) Kψ='K<>φ = φ on BVi
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and

(7) Koψ = 0 on BB.

The operator Kψ will be used later, and for the present we only consider Koψ.

We wish to find a continuous form a on V-B, harmonic on V-B, such

that

(8) * = 0 on dB

and

(9) L(σ—σ)=ά'-σ on V* = V-VOt

i.e., a behaves like a near the ideal boundary of V,

We have only to find a form ψ on dVi and a form ^ on 3Fo such that

-σ = L(φ - σ) on dVu
(10)

Φ = Koψ on

In fact, then we put

Koψ in Vi - B,
Lφ+ a -La in Vo.

It is well defined since on dVo, Koψ == ψ = L<ρ = Lψ + σ - Lσ, and on dVu Koψ =

φ = Lφ + a-La, and by Duff-Spencer 111, Koψ = Lφ-a-La in ( Ί ^ - J?) Π F σ .

Now a is harmonic in V - B, a = 0 on 3J3, and L(3r - σ) = L20 -f Lί7 - L2ί; - La =

L ( 0 — <j) = d"— (T in F σ .

Clearly solving (10) is equivalent to finding a form ψ on 9 ^ such that

(11) ψ-σ = L{Koψ-σ) on 9Fi,

This is rewritten in the form

(12) (I-LKo)ψ = σo on BVi

with the identity operator / and ao^a-La. Since (LϋΓo)"^ is defined on dVlf

we are led to the Neumann series

(13) ? = Σ
n = 0

We have to show the convergence on

5. Let FQ be the family of continuous ^-forms ψ in Fi ~ Z?, harmonic in

Vi - 5 , such that f = 0 o n a£. The ̂ -lenima for 0-forms [4] has the following
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counterpart:

There exists a constant q with Q<q<\ such that

(14) m a x ! < p i < 4 m a x \<p\

for all ψ^Fo.

For the proof take the function ω continuous in Vι — B and harmonic in

Vx - B such that ω = 0 on BB and ω = 1 on BVU Let

q- VmaxΓαΓ.

By the maximum principle it is clear that 0<q< 1. This is the desired constant

q. In fact, to see (14) we may clearly assume that Iψ?>0 on dVi, for otherwise

|<ρ|=0. We may also assume that max9rJ?Ί = l and have l^|2^α> in %-B,

and \φ\2<q* on aF0.

6. Fix a neighborhood N of 3Vu Clearly |<ro( is bounded in N : \σ*\<Mt

say. By (14),

(15) maxiKXLifo^^^ol^^max | K<s(LK*Y~Voi = ̂  max
9 ar dF

Clearly by (γ),

(16) ! (LKo) na,! < max 1 K,(LK,) n'1<j, I

on Vo=V-Vo and of course on N. Thus by (15) and (16)

(17) max \(LKo)nσ,\<qmax \(LKo)n"W

and we conclude that

(18) ^

This completes the proof of our claim that 3FΌ can be reduced to an

arbitrarily small sphere.

7. In [3] we proved the existence of a harmonic form p in a locally flat

V with bounded 1 p - α\ in F - Fo. Although it is not the main purpose of the

present paper to discuss this existence, we close by showing that it follows

on a hyperbolic locally flat V.

By the above reduction we may assume that Fo and Vi are concrete balls
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(and a = 0 on dVo). Instead of L and Ko we take L and K, and by exactly the

same procedure our problem is reduced to the proof of the uniform convergence

of

8. Again we need a #-lemma of another kind. Let iVbea neighborhood

of 3Vι with compact closure such that Nf)V0 = φ.

Let g be the family of continuous />-forms ψ on ΪΛ, = F - VΌ, harmonic in

V- Fo, such that Z,?> = y on ΫΌ.

LEMMA. There exists a constant q such that 0<q<l and

(18) max \ψ!<#max \ψ\

for any ψ in g.

The important fact to be observed is that Va is connected and thus the

harmonic measure .u?)v0 of BVo with respect to Vo satisfies 0<^9r 0 <l in Fσ.

The remainder of the proof is similar to that of (14).

9. The convergence is established as follows. Clearly \LKσo\ is bounded

in N, \LKσύ\<M, say. The norm \Kψ\ attains its maximum on dVit and

therefore

(19) max \K{LK)n~ιa,\ <^max\KiLK)n'ιaΛ<.mwi \(LK)n'ισ%\.

By (18),

(20) max \(LK)na»\i q max \LK(LK)"-\\ = q max \K(LK)"-1a!ί\,

and by (19) and (20),

max \{LK)na,\<,q max
N N

We conclude that

This completes the proof.
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